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Abstract
This article describes an interface for searching and browsing multimodal recordings of group meetings. We provide first an overall perspective of meeting processing and retrieval applications, and distinguish between the media/modalities that are recorded and the ones that are used for browsing. We then proceed to describe the data and the annotations that are stored in a meeting database. Two scenarios of use for the transcript-based query and browsing interface (TQB) are then outlined: search and browse vs. overview and browse. The main functionalities of TQB, namely the database backend and the multimedia rendering solutions are described. An outline of evaluation perspectives is finally provided, with a description of the user interaction features that will be monitored.

1. Introduction
The recording of interactions occurring in group meetings generates large amounts of data in several modalities. The use of this data for the study of multimodal human interaction, or for information extraction applications, requires the capacity to analyze, store, index and render various information flows. To index multimodal meeting recordings, metadata and annotations derived from the analysis of their content are especially useful. In this article, we show how a shallow approach to the annotation of language-mediated interaction can be used in a transcript-based query and browsing interface (TQB). This annotation-driven meeting browser provides a reusable and cost-effective technical solution, on condition that the meeting annotations have reasonable accuracy.

TQB represents the end-user’s interface to a complex automatic meeting processing and retrieval (MPR) application. Such an application would enable people who did not attend a meeting (for instance a staff meeting or a business meeting), or people who want to review a specific part of a meeting that they have attended, to search for a particular piece of information connected to the meeting, and then to browse the various communication modalities that were recorded, in order to situate the retrieved piece of information in its context. For instance, this kind of interactive access to databases of meetings would greatly enhance access to corporate knowledge and memory, and would help the analysis of decision-making processes.

In Section 2 of this article, we review a number of constraints on the design of interfaces for MPR applications, based on the analysis of modalities, user studies, and considerations of feasibility. In Section 3 the data and annotations which can be searched and browsed with TQB are reviewed. Two scenarios of use are proposed in Section 4, while the main functionalities supporting them are outlined in Section 5, in particular the database backend and the multimedia rendering devices. An outline of evaluation perspectives appears in Section 6, listing the user interaction features that will be monitored.

2. Constraints on Interface Design
The design of TQB was determined by an analysis of the modalities recorded in our project’s Smart Meeting Room (Wellner, Flynn & Guilleminot, 2004), together with the objective of remaining close to the structure of the data and annotations, in order to enable developers of MPR applications to browse directly the data and annotations as they are stored in the meeting database. In addition, initial user studies provided indications on the most likely modalities that are needed to answer queries about the content of meetings (Lisowska, Popescu-Belis & Armstrong, 2004).

2.1. Media and Modalities for MPR
Of the five human senses, current human-computer interaction techniques are mainly based on sight, hearing and touch (Bernsen, 2002). The term medium is generally used to refer to the human sense used in the communication channel, while the term modality refers the form of information communicated through the channel. A medium can convey various modalities, and a modality can often be conveyed through various media. Examples of modalities (conveyed by various media) are linguistic form (spoken, written, or signed language), graphic form (pictures, graphs, diagrams) and gesture form.

In the data acquisition stage of an MPR application, the recording of modalities conditions the whole range of subsequent processing possibilities, therefore as many modalities as possible should be recorded. The limiting factors here are the input devices and the available storage space: for instance, while cameras and microphones are widespread, devices to record eye gaze, heart rate, or EEG are still far less common.

As regards the processing of meeting recordings, i.e. the extraction of the most relevant information, the highest informational content appears to be conveyed by language, as it occurs in conversations (speech available as audio or transcript) or in meeting documents (reports, slides). Other relevant modalities are face expressions (from video), the positions of the participants (from video) and their emotions (from speech and video).
Of course, different modalities can be used for the interface to the database of processed meeting recordings. For instance, such an interface can be GUI-based (including buttons, forms, etc.) or it can be language-based (spoken or written on a display). The capacity for human-computer dialogue is useful for sequences of query / answer pairs that refine an initial query, provided a robust mechanism for such a dialogue can be defined.

The data output by the meeting storage system in response to a query, or for use in a browser, can occur in a variety of formats – from timestamps or chunks of recordings to complex “facts” derived by an inference engine from the processed meeting data.

2.2. Usability and Feasibility

Our final choices for the TQB interface are based on a trade-off between feasibility and (potential) usability, which was estimated from initial user studies of meeting browsers. In a preliminary experiment that attempted to find out a range of requirements for meeting browsers (with four scenarios of use including the two scenarios mentioned in section 1), a number of constraints on the recorded modalities, their annotations, and the query processing capabilities were outlined (Lisowska, Popescu-Belis & Armstrong, 2004). These constraints highlight the importance of accessing the meeting recordings (audio) and their transcripts, the meeting documents, and metadata about the meeting participants, location, etc. – that is, some form of “understanding” of the human dialogues involved in meetings. In addition, the study showed the importance of elaborate query processing in order to be able to answer complex queries by combining online information derived offline from the meeting – a feature that is not yet targeted within our project.

However, not all these indications from the user study could be implemented, given feasibility constraints. TQB is therefore a graphical data-driven interface that gives access to the data and the annotations derived offline, but that does not attempt to do complex processing of user queries. Queries can only search for a specific utterance in a meeting, which is then situated context of the meeting and can be browsed.

In the present approach, the output can consist only in one (or more) of the media that were used for meeting recording, together with any of the annotations that were done through meeting processing. The rendering of transcriptions comprises visual rendering of the master transcript, and links to other modalities, in particular, the sound tracks and the meeting documents. The video tracks are also potentially accessible; however their overall informational content appears to be quite low, since participants do not change positions throughout a meeting (in most cases). TQB is thus a transcript-based interface with query/browsing coupling, and enriched multimedia rendering of the results. Other interfaces are also being developed for the multimodal meeting data generated in our project (Wellner, Flynn & Guilleminot, 2004; Lisowska, Rajman & Bui, 2005).

3. Description of Multimodal Data

The TQB meeting browser is developed within a large project aimed at multimodal information management (see Acknowledgments). A number of multimodal meeting corpora were developed for use within the project by the various partners. Most of the meetings were recorded in smart meeting rooms (essentially at IDIAP / Martigny, ICSI / Berkeley, TNO / The Netherlands, and at the University of Edinburgh), either according to pre-defined scenarios or as naturally occurring meetings. In one of the corpora, for instance, the scenarios simulate product design processes in a small company.

Most of the data is available at present through a media file server (http://mmn.idiap.ch) with public and private sections, and includes the following recorded modalities: sound (head, lapel, desktop mikes), video (individual and global cameras), slide show, pen and whiteboard capture, and storage of written documents (Wellner, Flynn & Guilleminot, 2004).

3.1. Available Data

The main sources of multimodal meeting recordings are listed by order of availability in Table 1 below, according to the source (institution or project) that is the main contributor to the resource. Typically, each corpus is composed of sessions (group meetings), which are sometimes structured in series of up to four related meetings. All the recordings contain at least the audio tracks (often on separate individual channels) and their transcripts, and most of them have also video (one or more channels) and document capture. The available annotations are described in the next subsection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Nb. time</th>
<th>Media</th>
<th>Lang</th>
<th>Annotations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICSI-MR</td>
<td>75 x 60'</td>
<td>A T</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>utterances, dialogue acts, discourse markers, episodes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDIAP</td>
<td>60 x 5'</td>
<td>A V T</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>utterances, episodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSCO</td>
<td>8 x 30'</td>
<td>A V T</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>utterances, dialogue acts, episodes, topics, ref2doc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ. of Fribourg</td>
<td>22 x 15'</td>
<td>A V T</td>
<td>FR</td>
<td>utterances, ref2doc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMI Project (ongoing)</td>
<td>~100 hours</td>
<td>A V T</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>dialogue acts, addresseses, named entities, episodes, summaries, focus of attention*, gestures*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Overview of available multimodal meeting data. Annotations marked with * cover only part of the corpus (A: audio, V: video, T: transcript, D: documents, ref2doc: references to documents)

The ICSI Meeting Recorder corpus (Morgan et al., 2003) contains anonymized naturally-occurring meetings, without the video. The first IDIAP corpus (McCowan et al., 2003) contains very short scripted meetings, the first recordings to be done in the IDIAP Smart Meeting Room. Recorded in the same meeting room, the ISSCO meetings
are longer, less-constrained, and scenario-based; some of them were included in the AMI corpus. The press-review meetings recorded at the University of Fribourg (Switzerland), in French, were used among other things to study the references made to documents, since they are document-centric meetings (Popescu-Belis & Lalanne, 2006). Finally, the meeting corpus produced by the European project AMI (Carletta et al., 2006) is still under production, but will constitute a major resource for multimodal processing, since it consists of nearly 100 hours of meetings recorded in state-of-the-art Smart Meeting Rooms, accompanied by a number of annotations, some of which are mentioned in Table 1.

This overview clearly shows the need for tools that allow straightforward browsing of a large amount of data annotations.

3.2. Annotations of Dialogues

A number of content-related annotations of the meetings are necessary to define search criteria and to answer queries based on them. The use of annotation-directed browsing also represents a step towards meeting summarization, with the advantage that all the information remains accessible to the user via the browser.

The shallow dialogue annotation (SDA) model described in detail elsewhere (Popescu-Belis et al., 2005) is a compromise between the informativeness of annotations and the feasibility of their automatic annotation. We believe that the contents of a meeting are mainly conveyed by language, as it is used in dialogues, slides, and documents. Therefore, we grant a major role to the time-aligned transcript of the meeting, which can be generated by automatic speech recognition with variable accuracy (Stolcke et al., 2005), and to the structured representations of the contents of documents (Lalanne et al., 2005).

The transcript is the basis for the following content-related annotations: segmentation of individual channels into utterances, labeling of utterances with dialogue acts (e.g. statement, question, command, or politeness mark), segmentation of the meeting into thematic episodes, labeling of episodes with salient keywords, and document/speech alignment using explicit references to documents. The AMI meeting corpus mentioned above considers additional annotations that could be used for browsing (see Table 1), but only part of the AMI corpus will be annotated with all the dimensions studied in the project. The two main units of information that are considered here are thus the utterance and the thematic episode.

For development and evaluation purposes we use here a set of hand-annotated meetings, while keeping in mind that a fully-automated SDA parser would generate imperfect annotations (Popescu-Belis et al., 2005).

4. Scenarios of Use for TQB

TQB was mainly designed to provide access to the transcript of the meetings and their annotations, as well as to the meeting documents, as these aspects are considered to be the main information vector related to meeting interaction. One of the main distinctions regarding meeting browser functionalities is whether the browser has the capacity to manage multiple meetings (possibly with cross-meeting search) or not.

---

![Figure 1: Initial state of the interface after selecting one meeting](image)
In its present configuration, TQB focuses on search and browsing of one meeting at a time, with the initial possibility to select one meeting from the collection based on the list of meeting names. Once the meeting is selected, the interface is configured to reflect the possible values of the query attributes for the specific meetings. The scenario of use for information gathering from one meeting allows the following consultation modes.

4.1. Search and Browse

The user can search for the particular utterances that satisfy a set of constraints. TQB displays in the left-hand menu (see Figure 1) the annotation dimensions that are searchable for the selected meeting, with a menu of possible values for each of them, computed on-the-fly from the database tables. The user can set values for the following parameters related to utterances: speaker, episode and its keywords, dialogue act, documents referred to, time interval, and words (i.e. the utterance must contain a specific string). The results of the query, i.e. the utterances that match the constraints, are displayed in a separate frame (top-center right in Figures 1 and 2).

For instance, in the example shown in Figure 2 (next page), the user searched for all the questions asked by Mirek (one of the participants) which contain the string “Big Lebowski” (the name of a movie discussed during the meeting), regardless of the episode to which they belong or the documents they refer to. The four utterances matching these constraints are displayed (as transcripts) in the top right frame.

Either the user finds directly the information that they were looking for in one of the retrieved utterances, or, if not, they can use any of the utterances as a starting point to browse the meeting from the specific location of that utterance. By clicking on any of the retrieved utterances (the fourth one in the example in Figure 2), the transcript frame is scrolled down to the position of the utterance, and the user can start browsing the meeting, as we explain in the following section.

4.2. Overview and Browse

The user can also directly start using TQB by browsing the multimodal meeting data. The transcript and the meeting documents constitute the two master columns occupying the center of TQB. They both include, initially visible at the top of the frame, a hyperlinked table of contents of the respective frame (Figure 1): the list of episodes with their keywords for the transcript frame, and the list of document pages (e.g. slides) for the document frame. These tables offer a simple overview of the available information, which could be constructed automatically with better performances than a text-based summary. The document frame also includes as an initial “document” a snapshot view of the participants taken from the video (the video itself does not seem informative enough to be included) with the names and color codes of the participants1. Browsing through these frames is enhanced by access to the audio (clicking on a timestamp starts / stops / shifts an audio player) and by document / transcript alignment: clicking on a referring expression scrolls to the respective document.

A summary of the solutions proposed to implement these functionalities appears in the next section. The relevance of the TQB designed to actual meeting search and browsing will also be tested experimentally in the near future, through a competitive campaign based on the BET protocol (see section 6).

5. Functionalities of TQB and their Implementation

TQB was designed to be user-friendly to the novice user, and to be easily accessible through a web browser. TQB is a lightweight transcript-driven interface in the sense that: (1) the query functionality is implemented as a relational database of annotations that are mainly done on the transcript; and (2) the enhanced browsing functionalities are based on a transformation of the XML transcript and annotation files using XSLT stylesheets that control the resulting layout and that insert the links between modalities (transcript/audio, transcript/document).

5.1. Database Backend

The XML annotations corresponding to the SDA components (section 3.2) are stored in a database, while the original media files are stored on a standard file server.

The structure of the database reflects the described annotations and the textual transcription of each meeting. A record from the utterances table represents each utterance, by having associated an index number, start and stop timestamps and the utterance transcription. Then a table is associated for each annotation type, e.g. speakers table, episodes table, dialogue acts table, documents table, etc. The annotation tables are then related to the utterance table by the means of either the index field or the timestamp fields. The annotations are input into the PostgreSQL database either through a Java program or by converting them into tabular format using XSLT stylesheets, and loading them using regular SQL import functions.

The consultation of the database is realized through a client-server application, implemented using Java Server Pages accessed through an Apache Tomcat servlet (http://tomcat.apache.org/). The form-based interface gives access to most of the fields of the database, with the possible values filled displayed as menus constructed on-the-fly for each meeting. Based on the conjunction of all the query parameters set by the user, the SQL query to the database is dynamically generated and sent to the PostgreSQL server. The utterances returned by the database backend are displayed in another frame, with hyperlinks to their position in the meeting which were constructed on-the-fly based on utterance timing.

5.2. Multimedia Rendering of Recordings

In addition to the annotations, the data stored in various media on the file server needs some processing in order to be rendered as a coherent flow of information, which re-creates the essential content of the original meeting. Otherwise, if the only processing is the time-alignment of the media flows, then the resulting browser is little more than a classic media player.

---

1 Some of the recordings are anonymized, and some lack video. The setting we describe is the ideal and most frequent one.
As regards TQB, after the user clicks on one of the utterances retrieved from the database, or selects one of the entries of the tables of contents (visible in the central frames of Figure 1), or simply browses the transcript, a number of enhancements are available to improve the informational gain and user-friendliness of browsing. Most of these enhancements are implemented as HTML or Javascript, and constructed automatically for each transcription from the XML annotation files. Access to the audio is based on an instance of the RealPlayer embedded in the HTML transcript file.

Therefore, generating the resource files, as well as accessing them, makes use only of simple XML-based mechanisms No software needs to be downloaded before using TQB: a web functional browser and an HTTP connection to the TQB server are sufficient.

6. Towards Evaluation of TQB

6.1. TQB Participation in BET Evaluations

An experimental comparative evaluation of meeting browsers named BET is under way (Wellner et al., 2005). BET (browser evaluation and test) focuses on the increase in informativeness brought by a meeting browser. Performance of the browsers will be measured by the average speed and accuracy of human subjects who use the browser to answer yes/no questions related to facts from each meeting used for the test.

To avoid the introduction of bias into the list of questions by the creators of the browsers, the questions are produced by independent “observers” who are asked to create pairs of true/false statements derived from what were, in the observer’s opinion, the most salient facts related to the meeting. The task of the subjects is then to distinguish the true from the false statement for each pair.

For instance, the query shown in Figure 2 could have been produced by a subject trying to disambiguate the following pair of observations: (1) The movie finally selected was The Big Lebowski vs. (2) The movie finally selected was Schindler’s List. The transcript visible in Figure 2 and the corresponding audio indicate that the true statement is the first one.

The production and selection of observations is almost completed, at the time of writing, for two meetings from the AMI corpus that were selected for the first full-fledged BET evaluation. The raw list of observations had to be cleaned in order to discard duplicates and to avoid an ordering in which earlier questions would implicitly disclose the answer to later ones. Once the list of observations finalized, each tested subject will first get familiar to a browser on one meeting, then proceed to the actual testing on the second (unseen) meeting, trying to answer correctly the maximum number of questions in a fixed amount of time.

A web-based demo version of TQB will be made available at [http://www.isasco.unige.ch/projects/im2/](http://www.isasco.unige.ch/projects/im2/) after the current BET campaign, with a set of meetings that have already been publicly released such as the IDIAP meeting corpus (McCowan et al., 2003).

6.2. Monitoring User Interaction with TQB

To increase the benefit from the BET testing, it is appropriate to record as much as possible of the users’ interactions.
interaction with BET, and to correlate this data with the accuracy of the subjects’ answers to the BET questions. The logging mechanism has two components, which both log their messages to a file on the server that is indexed according to the IP number of the client using TQB. One component logs all the queries to the database with their timestamps, while the other component buffers a number of user actions performed in the various frames, and sends them at regular intervals to the server. These buffers are in fact hidden input fields in the bottom left frame (visible on the figures), which displays a confirmation message. The log files can thus be consulted through a web browser.

Two types of information are logged by the frame action logger: (1) the state and position of the RealPlayer and the position of the scrollbars in the frames at the time when the information is sent to the server (every 30 seconds at present); (2) the operations that are done in the frames (each of the Javascript function calls logs each call to the hidden variables); the following operations are monitored:

• calls to the embedded RealPlayer (start, stop, pause the audio recording);
• clicks on hyperlinks that mark references to documents;
• clicks on hyperlinks from the table of contents of the transcript frame, and the one from the document frame;
• clicks on the utterances obtained as results of a query (‘Search results’ frame).

The analysis of the logged interactions will indicate the most useful features of TQB and the most consulted media and annotations; in addition, a post-experiment questionnaire will help assessing the usability of TQB.

7. Conclusion

The search and browsing mechanism we propose provides an intuitive way to navigate through meeting data, which should prove its robustness in the upcoming BET evaluation campaign. TQB is a simple, direct and portable solution for accessing multimodal data, which has enough generality to be extended to other types of multimodal annotated recordings as well.
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